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SIMPLE, INSTANT, INSIGHTFUL SOCIAL  
INTELLIGENCE FOR EVERYONE
Designed with search bar simplicity, NetBase Instant Search removes the com-
plexity of traditional enterprise social analytics tools, allowing executives, brand 
marketers, and part-time analysts to search and analyze millions of social posts 
for immediate insights.

SELF-SERVICE DESIGN BRINGS INSIGHTS TO ALL
NetBase Instant Search simplifies the analysis and sharing of valuable customer 
insights throughout the organization. Using a simple, self-service design, Instant 
Search improves operational efficiency by eliminating the demand on analysts 
for ad-hoc report generation and analysis. Understand the context and key  
drivers behind any social topic with a push of a button.

Perfect for: 
• Understanding trending Internet topics
• Campaign brainstorming and ideation
• Rapid content ideation
 
3 MODES OF OPERATION
Instant Search can be used standalone or as a complimentary analytics tool for 
company defined NetBase social web topics. 

Unlimited search and analysis of the social web: Simply enter keywords, 
#hashtags, or @mentions and the platform returns all the data you need  
to understand who, what, and where behind important or trending  
social conversations.

Dive deeper into company defined social topics: For customers using the 
NetBase enterprise customer experience analytics platform, internal users can 
search and discover within any existing company defined topic.

Analyze any NetBase certified social topics: Get a detailed snapshot into  
hundreds of NetBase certified social  topics including holidays, events, and  
popular topics.

EMPOWER THE ENTIRE TEAM
Bring the power of social data to the entire team 
with the simplicity of self service analytics.  

ANY TIME ACCESS
Real-time discovery and analysis provides an up-to-
the-minute snapshot behind any social trend or topic.

RAPID IDEATION AND BRAINSTORMING
Test hypotheses and validate assumptions in 
real-time for more effective brainstorming and 
campaign ideation.

HOVER-OVER ANALYSIS FOR DEEPER 
CONTEXT
Quick hover-over analysis provides deeper  
context into the who, what and where of  
important social conversations.

IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY
Self-service design eliminates interruptions and 
unnecessary ad-hoc reporting demands on your 
analytics team. 

INSTANT 
SEARCH
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ABOUT NETBASE
NetBase is the award-winning social analytics platform that global companies use to run  brands, build businesses, and connect with consumers every second. Its 
platform processes millions of social media posts daily for actionable business insights for marketing, research, customer service, sales, PR, and product innovation.

@NetBase NetBaseInc NetBase Solution, IncP: 650.810.2100
E: info@netbase.com
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3960 Freedom Circle, Suite 201
Santa Clara, CA 95054

WHAT PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT

Improve content ideation using top hashtags and  
popular media.  Analyze individual posts for additional 
rich context.

 

NETBASE INSTANT SEARCH CAPABILITIES

WHERE PEOPLE ARE TALKING

Inform your social strategy by identifying where brand 
conversations are taking place including mention volume 
across popular social platforms, review sights, and other 
domains.

 

UNDERSTAND WHO IS TALKING

Know who is driving the conversation around your  
brand, category, or trending topics.  Identify age, gender, 
and geo-location of your audience as well as top authors 
behind each analysis.

 

KEY METRICS AND TRENDS 

Instant Search provides an immediate snapshot into any 
trending topic or social conversation. Quickly identify 
trends, post volume and author count, impressions, and 
changing net sentiment.
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https://twitter.com/NetBase?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://twitter.com/NetBase?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.facebook.com/NetBaseInc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/netbase-solutions-inc-

